Count the pennies and write the total amount.

1) [Image of pennies] ________¢

2) [Image of pennies] ________¢

3) [Image of pennies] ________¢

4) [Image of pennies] ________¢

5) [Image of pennies] ________¢

6) [Image of pennies] ________¢

7) 5 pennies = ________¢ 8) 43 pennies = ________¢

9) 18 pennies = ________¢ 10) 37 pennies = ________¢

11) Nancy counts the coins in her clutch. If there are 32 pennies, how much money does she have?

____________________ cents

12) The cashier gave 24 pennies to a customer as change. How much money did the customer receive?

____________________ cents
Count the pennies and write the total amount.

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  

7) 5 pennies = 5 ¢  

8) 43 pennies = 43 ¢  

9) 18 pennies = 18 ¢  

10) 37 pennies = 37 ¢  

11) Nancy counts the coins in her clutch. If there are 32 pennies, how much money does she have?

32 cents  

12) The cashier gave 24 pennies to a customer as change. How much money did the customer receive?

24 cents